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SHAREMonterey CA - July 2013
Georgetown University Research Psychologist Shares Terrorism
Insight
Georgetown University research psychologist
Dr. Anne Speckhard has spent the last
decade interviewing more than four hundred
terrorists, terrorist supporters, family
members, close associates and even
terrorist’s hostages in Western Europe,
Russia and the Middle East.
Speckhard shared her insights with students
at the Naval Postgraduate School Center for
Homeland Defense and Security in July.
"We’re proud to have an exceptional
academic thinker speak at the Center," said
Dr. Kathleen Kiernan of the CHDS faculty.
"She inspired the students with her relentless research and insight."
Speckhard is author of the 2012 book "Talking to Terrorists: Understanding the Psycho-Social Motivations of Militant Jihadi
Terrorists, Mass Hostage Takers, Suicide Bombers and Martyrs," based on her interviews and decades of research, that charts
what she refers to as the "trajectory of terrorism"—how people find that path and may also be prevented from entering it or
diverted once on it. She identified four elements of the lethal cocktail of terrorism: 1) A terrorist group with a political motive; 2)
an ideology justifying attacks on civilians; 3) social support from within and without the ideological group; 4) a vulnerable
individual.
Based on those categories, Speckhard said examples of pure "lone wolf" terrorists are uncommon. Exceptions would be figures
such as convicted Unabomber Ted Kaczynski and Richard Dorner, the former Los Angeles police officer who went on a
murderous rampage in early 2013.
"There are very few real lone wolves," Speckhard said "If you don’t have all those factors you often won’t get a terrorist. Richard
Dorner and Ted Kaczynski truly acted alone, but most terrorists are vulnerable individuals who came into contact with a group,
its ideology and some level of social support for becoming a terrorist. Otherwise they would have simply remained vulnerable
individuals and not become terrorists."
Accused Fort Hood shooter Major Nidal Hassan is sometimes viewed as a lone wolf terrorist but Speckhard points out that he
was in e-mail communication with the radical cleric Anwar al-Awlaki. And the elder of the Tsarnaev brothers in the Boston
Marathon bombing case was also following al-Awlaki and other extremist websites.
"These actors had a group—even if only accessed virtually, social support and an ideology that they tapped into and that is what
set them on the terrorist trajectory," Speckhard stated.
Beyond the four common traits, Speckhard has identified two categories of terrorist individuals motivations – breaking out by
actors in conflict zones whose motivation is often based primarily on trauma or revenge and people outside conflict zones who
may be alienated, disillusioned, marginalized, discriminated against and seeking some meaningful life purpose. The individual,
Speckhard points out, may not be acting on the same motivation as the group, but the group emotionally manipulates potential
recruits using their individual vulnerabilities to get them to carry out the group’s intentions.
"In non-conflict zones recruiters are adept at bringing the conflict zone to their potential candidates through graphic videos and
pictures often relayed via the Internet," Speckhard explained.
"And these images create a secondary level of traumatization, induce the individual to consider the suffering others of his ‘fictive
kin’ and the recruiter tells his adherent that he can gain glory, become a hero by fighting for the suffering of these others.
"The martyrdom ideology can function as a short-term psychological first aid. When given a means of killing themselves and
acting as they believe in behalf of a heroic cause, they feel euphoria as they contemplate their action. They believe they are
stepping out of pain into a healing place. It gives them a sense of life-meaning if they have been traumatized."
There are steps the U.S. military could take to counter the emotional propaganda that serves as a catalyst to terrorist acts. First,
war crimes should be dealt with swiftly and publicly. Videos of war crimes, or even those portraying soldiers as overly
aggressive, provide ready propaganda. Minimizing civilian casualties could defuse the terrorism catalyst.
"As much as possible we should minimize our military footprint, try to have fewer boots on the ground for the shortest time
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casualties. The other side uses that to call us ‘terrorists’ and uses it for recruiting."
Moreover, the U.S. government could act offensively against the emotional manipulation terrorist groups employ by also making
emotionally compelling appeals, but by showing that an action and ideology that targets civilians is wrong.
"We should put up a counter-narrative and make it as emotionally compelling as possible," Speckhard said. "I believe we should
inoculate kids about ideology, teaching them before the terrorist groups what the current ideologies are out there and why they
are wrong."
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